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Abstract. For a function/in Hx of the unit disk, the operator on H2 of

multiplication by/will be denoted by T¡ and its commutant by {7}}'. For a

finite Blaschke product B, a representation of an operator in {TB}' as a

function on the Riemann surface of S"' «5 motivates work on more

general functions. A theorem is proved which gives conditions on a family ^

of W° functions which imply that there is a function h such that

{7*}' ■" flfe^Tj}'- As a special case of this theorem, we find that if the

inner factor of/ — f'c) is a finite Blaschke product for some c in the disk,

then there is a finite Blaschke product B with (Tj)' = {Tg}'. Necessary and

sufficient conditions are given for an operator to commute with T¡ when/is

a covering map (in the sense of Riemann surfaces). If/and g are in Hx and

f" h « g, then {7})' D {Tg}'. This paper introduces a class of functions,

the //2-ancestral functions, for which the converse is true. If / and g are

tf2-ancestral functions, then (Tf)' j= (Tg)' unless /= h » g where h is

univalent. It is shown that inner functions and covering maps are H2-

ancestral functions, although these do not exhaust the class. Two theorems

are proved, each giving conditions on a function/which imply that 7} does

not commute with nonzero compact operators. It follows from one of these

results that if/ is an //2-ancestral function, then T¡ does not commute with

any nonzero compact operators.

Introduction. In studying an operator on a Hilbert space, it is of interest to

characterize the operators which commute with a given operator, for such a

characterization should help in understanding the structure of the operator.

Unless the operator is normal, very little is known about this general

question, and even for subnormal operators the question seems to be difficult.

This work tries to shed light on the problem for a special class of subnormal

operators: the analytic Toeplitz operators. It is hoped that an understanding

of these examples will point the way in the study of more general subnormal

operators.
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For a given function / in H °° of the unit disk D, the analytic Toeplitz

operator with symbol / is the operator on the Hardy space H2 of multi-

plication by /. This operator will be denoted by 7} and the set of operators

which commute with it by {7}}'. We will try to characterize the operators in

{7}}' by using properties of / considered as a function on the disk or as a

function on the unit circle. The methods used are primarily function theoretic

in character, so some of the results have interpretations for other operators

which can be viewed as multiplication by an analytic function.

In their paper [11], Shields and Wallen consider commutants of operators

which can be viewed as multiplication by z in a Hubert space of analytic

functions. Later, it was noticed [4] that their methods can be used to show

that if /is univalent in D, then {7}}' = {Th\h E Hœ). Deddens and Wong

[4] studied the problem using methods less related to function theory and

raised six questions which have stimulated much of the further work on the

problem. Based on this work, Baker, Deddens, and Ullman [3] proved that iff

is an entire function, then there is an integer k such that {Tf}' = {Tzk}'.

Using function theoretic methods, Thomson [12]—[15] gave more general

sufficient conditions that a commutant or intersection of commutants be

equal to {7^}' for a finite Blaschke product <j>.

One approach to the general problem is to identify a small class of

functions such that {7^}' is well understood when <i> is one of these functions,

and moreover, for each/in H °°, there is a function <j> in the special class with

{TfY = {T^y. The spirit of several of the questions raised by Deddens and

Wong seems to be "Is the class of inner functions such a class?" Abrahamse

[1] and Abrahamse and Ball [2], using results about bundle shifts, have shown

that the class of inner functions is not broad enough to accomplish this. It is

hoped that this paper will help identify such a class.

In §1, basic theorems and concepts are presented. The notion of an

ancestral function is introduced, and it is shown that the commutant of a

Toeplitz operator whose symbol is ancestral behaves well with respect to

composition of the symbol. It is shown that inner functions are ancestral.

§2 describes the commutant of a Toeplitz operator whose symbol is a finite

Blaschke product. Although such commutants are well known, the

description in this section is not well known. The techniques used in the

description are motivation for the work of §§3 and 4.

§3 presents sufficient conditions for the intersection of commutants of

analytic Toeplitz operators to be the commutant of a single analytic Toeplitz

operator. Special cases of this result give conditions on a function h so that

{Thy = {T^y where yp has a special form, for example, where \p is a finite

Blaschke product.

§4 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for an operator to commute
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with 7^ if <b is a covering map. It is shown that a covering map is an ancestral

function. The examples of Abrahamse [1] and Abrahamse and Ball [2] arise

from a covering map.

Deddens and Wong [4] raise the question "If / is a nonconstant i/00

function, can 7} commute with a nonzero compact operator?" In §5 we prove

two theorems, each of which gives conditions on / which imply that Tj does

not commute with nonzero compact operators. In particular, we show that

this is the case iff is an ancestral function.

1. General theory. In this section we identify necessary and sufficient

conditions for an operator to be in the commutant of an analytic Toeplitz

operator and draw conclusions about relations between commutants.

The kernels for evaluating functions at points of the disk play a key role

because they are eigenvectors for the adjoints of analytic Toeplitz operators.

Definition. For a in D, the kernel function at a, denoted Ka, is the function

H(*)-(l-«)-'.
Cauchy's theorem implies that for h in H2 we have (h, Ka} = h(a), where

< -, • > is the inner product in H2.

The following lemma, which has been used in various forms by other

authors [3], [4], [11]-[15], is the foundation for much of this work.

Fundamental Lemma. For S in ^(H2) and f in H~° the following are

equivalent.

(1) S commutes with Tj.

(2) For all a in D, S*Ka±(f - f(a))H2.

(3) There is a set J c D such that 2aey(l — |a|) = oo and for all a in J,

S*Ka±(f-f(a))H2.

Proof. (1) => (2) Let S be in {7}}'. For all g in H2 and a in D, we have

<(/ - /(«))*, S*Ka) - (STfg, Ka/ - f(a)(Sg, Ka/

= CTjSg, Ka/ - f(a)(Sg, Ka/ = f(a)(Sg)(a) - f(a)(Sg)(<x) = 0.

(2)=*(3)LetJ = D.

(3) => (1) Let S be in S (H2) with S*Ka±(f - f(a))H2 for a in /. For g in

H2 and a in / we have

0 = <(/-/(«))«, S*Ka} = (STfg)(a) -f(<x)(Sg)(a)

= (STjg)(a) - (TfSg)(a).

Since / is not a Blaschke sequence, this means STfg = TfSg, hence STf =

TjS.   D

Corollary. If f is in H™ and g is bounded and analytic on f(D), then

{Tj)'E{TgoJ)'.
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Proof. Let ß he in f(D). Since (g(z) - g(ß))/(z - ß) is bounded and

analytic onf(D), (g °f — g(ß))/(f — ß)is in H00. For all a in D, we have

so that

(g°f-g(f(<x)))H2c(f-f(a))H2.

If S is in {TjY, then for all a in Z>, S*Ka±(f-f(a))H2, hence
5*A„±(g o/ - g(f(a)))H2, and we have 5 e { Tg 0 ,}'.   D

Corollary. If fis in 7/°° zznz/ <i> is bounded, univalent, and analytic onf(D),

then{Tfy = {T„oiy.

From these corollaries we see that the situation for commutants is

considerably different from that for invariant subspaces. For example, if <b is

a conformai map of the disk onto the disk slit along [0, 1), then {T^}' =

{Tz)' but there are subspaces invariant for 7^ which are not invariant for Tz.

(The subspace spanned by {1, <b, <b2,... } is obviously invariant for 7^, but

since $ maps two arcs of dD onto the interval [0, 1], the subspace does not

contain T2l.)

Easy examples show that, in general, the converse of the first corollary is

false, so a function for which the converse is true must be special in some

way. This feeling and the statement of the lemma suggest the following

definition. (If T is a set of vectors, we let \fY be the closed subspace

spanned by T.)

Definition. For/in Hco, we say/is H2-ancestral if for every a in D, we

have

V{S*Ka\S E {7}}'} =[(f-f(a))H2]\

Since we will only be considering the Hubert space H2, we will refer to

such an/as ancestral. We observe that {Th}' d {7}}' if and only if Th is in

{Tf}", so the following theorem is a statement about double commutants.

Theorem 1. If fand h are in Hœ,f is ancestral, and {Tf)' c {7^}', then

there is a function g analytic onf(D) with h = g °f.

Proof. For each a in D we have

[(/-/(a))7/2]X= V{S*Ka\S E {7}}'} C V{S*Ka\S E {Th}'}

C[(h - h(a))H2]\

For vf in f(D), choose a in D with /(a) = w and let g(w) = h(a). The

function g is well defined, for if/(a) = /(/?), then Kß E [(/ - f(a))H2]L c
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[(A - h(a))H2]± so h(a) = h(ß) also. Moreover, g is analytic. Indeed, if

w = f(a),f'(a) ¥= 0, and if f is the branch of /_1 defined in a neighborhood

of w with £ (w) = a, then in this neighborhood g = h ° £. Since g is single

valued, it follows immediately that g is analytic on all of f(D) and h = g °f.

D

Corollary. ///, 0/^/2 are ancestral H "'functions and {Tfi}' = {7}2}\ then

there is a univalent function <p so thatf2 = <¡> ° fx.

Proof. Applying Theorem 1 twice, we see that there are functions <p and yV

so that f2 = >l>ofx and /, = if/ ° f2. Therefore /, = (\¡* ° <p) ° /,, which means

«^ ° <p is the identity onfx(D), so <i> is univalent.   □

The corollary shows that if two ancestral functions are not each composites

of the other, then the commutants of their Toeplitz operators are different.

Thus, the following theorem provides a large (and well-known) collection of

different commutants. We will show in §4 that not all ancestral functions are

inner functions.

Theorem 2. If<p is an inner function, then <p is ancestral.

Proof. Let a be in D, let M = [(<¡> - <p(<x))H2]x, and let v be a vector in

M. We will find 5 in { T^)' so that S*Ka = v.

Let

t(z) = O(z) - <H«))0 -*(5) *(*))"'.

The function i|/ is also an inner function, and because the function

k-i

w -» (w — <b(a))(l — <b(a) w)

is univalent, [TJ = {7^}'.

Now M= H2e ipH2, so H2 = ©f_0uV*M. Let S be a bounded operator

on M such that S*Ka = v. We define S on H2 by

ii
V A—0

^k)-í\(swky
*=0

where wkE M for each k and S^LoIKaII2 < c0- Easy calculations show that

S is bounded (||5|| = ||5||), S commutes with 7^ (hence with 7^), and

S*Ka = v.   D

2. An example. In this section we will describe the commutant of a Toeplitz

operator whose symbol is a finite Blaschke product. A matrix representation

for an operator in such a commutant is well known. On the other hand, the

class of Toeplitz operators for which this sort of representation can be

derived seems to be limited to those whose symbol is an inner function. We

will describe the commutant in terms, based on the fundamental lemma,
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more easily generalized. This way of looking at the commutant was suggested

by the work of James Thomson [12], [13].

Throughout this section, 0 will be a Blaschke product with n zeroes,

1 < n < oo. We begin by showing that an operator which commutes with 7^

must map bounded functions to bounded functions, and we obtain an

estimate for the norm of the operator considered as a mapping from 77 °° to

H °°.

Lemma. Let S be a bounded operator on H2 and let f be in H™. If a is in

D, $ is inner, and S*Ka±$H2 then

KWOI <FIIW=oV(1-|$(°)l2)/(1-H2)-

Proof.

|(s/X«)| =|<s/,/oi = |<s((i - $(fj) $)/),/r„>|

<||S|| ||(i -ö(ü)$)4||a;||2<||5|| \\f\L}J(i -|*(0)|2)/(i -|«|2) . o

Proposition. 7/0 is a finite Blaschke product and S is in { 7^}', then for all

fin Hm, Sfis in 77°° and

ii#l <ii5iiV(i +wo)i)/o -m\) \Wlwal-
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume 0(0) = 0,  for

0 = (0 - <p(0))(l - í(Ü)<í>)_ ' is a finite Blaschke product, 0(0) = 0, {7^}' -
{7;}', and

WU<(i+\W\)(i-\W\)~lm*

By the fundamental lemma, for every a in D we have

S*Ka±(<b-<p(a))H2.

Since (0 - <b(a))H2= (0 - 0(a))(l - 0(a)0)~'7Y2, the above lemma shows
that

2'

[i-MT'

Vi-W«)|2
Now

|(ff)(«)| <FII •Vi - 0(0) - 0(o)

1-0(a) 0(0)
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lim
1 -ye'9]

;lim
0(e»)-$(>»)

ew - re"> = W)\-
So

hm\(Sf)(rei9)\<\\S\\\\f\\x^(e^
r-»l

Since <p' is bounded on 6Z), this shows Sf is in /f00 and

l|S/IL<l|S||VÍiyÍLII/IL.  D
It would be interesting to know whether the converse to this proposition is

true; that is, if g is in 77°° and every operator in [Tg)' maps bounded

functions to bounded functions, does {7^}' = {7^}' for some finite Blaschke

product <b1 If g is an infinite inner function, it is easy to find operators in

{7^}' which do not map bounded functions to bounded functions.

The usual representation for 5 in {7^}' comes from the decomposition

H2 = ©£L0<f>*(//2 0 <bH2). If i|/„ ..., 4i„ is a basis for H2 9 <pH2, then

»//,,..., i//„, <pi//,,..., <£u/„, <i>fy,,... is a basis for H2, and with respect to this

basis the matrix for S has the block form

Ax    At

0

0

0

0

0

Ax    Ac

where   each   Aj   is

[ty ty, W2, typ3,

an n by n matrix. On each of the subspaces

], S acts by multiplication: if g = ~2ak<bk, then S(gi^)

= gS (uV). Since i/*,- is in H °°, it follows from the proposition above that SuV is

in H°°. Thus in this point of view, an operator in {7^}' is determined by n

H °° functions, which act by multiplication as above, and whose coefficients

with respect to the above basis comprise the columns of the matrix for the

operator.

A finite Blaschke product with n zeroes is an « to 1 conformai map of D

onto D, and it is easy to show that its derivative has exactly n - 1 zeroes in D

and none on oD. If we let F = [ß E D\ there is a in D, <¡>'(a) = 0 and

<j>(a) = <Hj8)}, then F is a finite set, and <f>_1 ° <£ is an «-branched analytic

function defined and arbitrarily continuable in D \ F. Not all of the branches

of <f>-1 ° <f> can be continued to a different branch, for example z is a single

valued branch of <b~x ° <b. The Riemann surface for <p_I ° <p over D is an

n-sheeted cover of D with at most n(n — 1) branch points, and is not

connected. We will denote this Riemann surface by W, and a point of W
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lying over D \ F by (tj, a), where a is in D \ F and rj is a branch of 0 ' ° 0

defined in a neighborhood of o.

Theorem 3. Let 0, F, and W be as above. If S is in {7^}', then there is a

function, G, bounded and analytic on W, so that for hin H2 and a in D \Fwe

have

(*) (Sh)(a) = (0'(«))_,S G((i?, <*)>,'(«)%(«))

wAerz? zTzz? sum zs tozVe« outr z"Ae n branches o/0-1 ° 0 a/ a. Moreover, ifa0 is a

zero of order m of 0', and 0„ ..., \p„ is a basis of [(0 — 0(ao))//2]J-, then G

has the property that

(**) 2 G (í1?» a))7ï'(a)'r'/ (rl(a)) h™ a zer0 of order m at a0

for I = 1,2.n.
Conversely, if G is a bounded analytic function on W which has the properties

(**) at each zero o/0', then (*) defines a bounded linear operator S, on H2, and

Sisin{TJ.

Proof. Let S be in {7^}'. For z and ß in D, we have

0(z)-0(/3)

z-ß
ZTßf<t>'(r)dr < suP{|0'(t)||t zíz« [ß,z]}.

So for each ß in D, we have ||(0 - 0(/?))/(z - fi)\\œ < ||0'|L. Thus it
follows from the proposition above that there is a constant M so that if a is in

D and t\ is a branch of 0 ~ ' ° 0 at a, then

<
0 - 0(«)
z - rj(a)

< M.

We define G on W by

/ 0 - 0(a) \

so G is in Hœ(W).
If aj is in D \ F and rj,,..., -q„ are the branches of 0-1 ° 0 defined near

ax, then for a near ax, the subspace [(0 - 0(a))//2]x is spanned by

Kq ,a),..., K^ay The fundamental lemma shows that there are functions

cx,...,c„ defined in a neighborhood of a, so that

s*Ka = 2 9(«)V>-
y-i

Now
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( T^R )(a) = ( ^^ ' S*Ka ) = c¿a)*Wa»>
Vj(a)

so that Cj(a) = G((-n.p a))/<j>'(r¡j(a)). From the equality

«    G ((tj,, a))

it follows that for every h in 77 ,

7=1

»    G((t):, a))

(SA)(")=,?,^)T*W£,))-
Since 4(rj(a)) = <?(«)> we have ^'(T/(a))Ti'(0[) = "?'(«) and the representation

(*) follows. The properties (**) follow trivially from the representation (*) and

the observation that the functions Sip, do not have poles in the disk.

Conversely, if G is in HX(W), since <i>(r/(a)) = <p(a), the operator defined

by (*) commutes formally with 7^. It is also clear from the boundedness of G

on W, and the boundedness of (<b'(a))~x and r/'(a) near 37), that there is a

constant C such that

1
±f\(Sh)(re»)\2dt<C\\hf2

for r near 1. Thus, to conclude S is a bounded operator which commutes with

Tq, we need only show Sh is analytic in D for each h in H2. The analyticity

is clear for points a such that <b'(a) =*= 0. If <p'(ao) = 0> the conditions (**)

guarantee that Sh does not have a pole at a0 if h±(<b — <p(a0))//2, so we

consider A = (<£ — <i>(a0)) £• ^n this case we have

(S»)(«) = (*'(«))"' 2 G((ij, a))r,'(a)(«(ii(a)) - <*,(«„)) ¿? OK«))

- ZG((r¡, a))g(-n(a))- -.
<i>(r,(a))

Since

..     *0K«)) - <í>(a0)      n
hm -;- = 0

«-►«o        <p(T/(a))

for each branch tj of <p~ ' ° <p, lima^ao(Sh)(a) = 0.   □

Each of the conditions (**) on functions G in 77 °°( W) is that G be in the

kernel of a bounded linear functional which can be expressed as the compo-

sition of a map from 77™(W) to Hœ(W), a map of H°°(IV) to 77°°(7>), and

the evaluation of a derivative at a point of D. The first of these is a

multiplication: given ip in 77°°(Z)), we define *: 77°°(W) -> HX(W) by

(*G)(iJ,«)-«Ku(«))G((i?,a)).
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The second is the map ir: HX(W)^> VY°°(Z>) given by

(^)(a)-2 G((i,, «)>,'(«).

The proof that the function mG is bounded involves finding local coordinates

for W at branch points, writing G and tj in terms of these coordinates, and

observing that the singularities arising from the 17' terms sum to zero. Thus

{7^}' is identified with a subspace of H°°(W) of finite codimension, and the

functions in H °°( W) act by multiplication as in (*).

To make these ideas clearer, we consider the explicit example 0(z) = z3.

Let X be a primitive cube root of 1. The three branches of 0_1 ° 0 are each

single valued: tj0(z) = z, rj¡(z) = Xz, and t]2(z) = X2z. The Riemann surface

W consists of three disjoint disks, so a function G in H°°(W) consists of three

functions g0, gx, g2 in HCC(D): G((r\j, a)) = gj(a). The operator S associated

with this G is defined by

(Sh)(a) = (3a2)"1 2 X%(a)h(XJa).
j-o

Since 0' has a zero of order 2 at 0 and 1, z, z2 span [(0 - 0(0))//2]x, there are

six conditions (**), three of which are non trivial:

(i)22=(y\^(0) = 0,

(ii) 22=(yVg;(0) = 0, and

(iii)22=0\2^(0) = 0.

In §§3 and 4, the commutant of a Toeplitz operator 7} for more general

functions / will be developed in terms of the branches of /_1 ° /. This

development is fairly easy for a finite Blaschke product 0 because there are

only finitely many branches of 0_I ° 0 and each of these is continuable in

D \ F where F is a finite set. For more general functions /, there may be

infinitely many branches of/-1 ° f and some of these branches may not be

continuable in a large subset of D. §3 deals with a special case in which only

finitely many branches are important, and §4 deals with a special case in

which each branch is arbitrarily continuable in D, although there are

infinitely many branches.

3. The aim of this section is to prove a theorem on the intersection of

commutants of analytic Toeplitz operators whose symbols are composites of a

fixed function and which satisfy a finiteness condition. A special case of this

theorem establishes a connection between {Th}' and {7}}' when h is a

composite of /and satisfies a finiteness condition. Another special case gives

a sufficient condition for Th to have the same commutant as 7^ for some

finite Blaschke product 0. This theorem and its corollaries generalize results

of Deddens and Wong [4], Baker, Deddens, and Ullman [3], and Thomson
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[13], [14], [15]. The proof techniques are extensions of those used by these

authors, especially Thomson.

When h is in TV00, we write Inn(/i) for the inner factor of h. We begin by

stating the theorem.

Theorem 4. Let f be in Hœ with f(D) = Q, and let % be a family of

nonconstant functions such that for each h in 'S, there is g in H°°(Q) with

h = g °f. If there are points ax, a2,..., a„ in D (not necessarily distinct) so

the greatest common divisor of {lnn(h — h(ax))\h E §} is II"_1Inn(/ — f(aj)),

then there is a function 0 in //°°(fi) so that f| A65{ Th)' = {T^, 0 /}'.

In the previous section, the commutant of 7^ for 0 a finite Blaschke

product was described in terms of the branches of 0_1 ° 0. If h = g ° 0 then

every branch of 0 ~ ' ° 0 is also a branch of h ~ ' ° h. Thus if we wish to show

that {Thy = {T^y we might try to find the appropriate branches of h~l ° h

and use them to reconstruct 0. In the case considered by Theorem 4, the

identity function z: D -» D is replaced by the function/: D -» ß and the role

of the finite Blaschke product 0 is played by the function 0, which we will see

has certain finiteness properties analogous to those of a finite Blaschke

product.

We will first prove a lemma concerning coanalytic functions from plane

domains into H2. (A function will be called coanalytic if it is given locally by

a power series in z.) The first step in the proof of the theorem is to use the

lemma and the condition at a, to find a representation for operators in the

commutant which is valid in a neighborhood of a,. We can apply the lemma

because the function a -* S*Ka is coanalytic. This representation will involve

some of the branches of g_1 ° g, where g ° f is in £F. The second step is to

construct an analytic function q: V c D -» //°° which contains information

concerning the commutant and to show that q is single valued on any domain

on which it can be defined. The third step is to show that q can be defined

on all of D. The final step is to construct 0 in //°°(ß) from q and to  show

thatnAe5{7;}' = {7;o/}'.

In several of the arguments we need the following formulation of a theorem

of Rudin from his paper A generalization of a theorem of Frostman [8].

Rudin's Theorem. For f in H°°, Inn(/-/(a)) is a Blaschke product with

distinct zeroes, except for a in a set of capacity zero.

Proof. In [8] Rudin shows that except for ß in a set of capacity zero,

lim flog\f(rei9) - ß\ d9 = f\og\f(e">) - ß\ d9.

If / is the inner factor off - ß and the above equality holds, then
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hmJ"log|/(re/9)|</0 = O,

which means 7 is a Blaschke product [5]. Since a double zero off- f(a) is a

zero of /', there are only countably many a for which Inn(/ — f(a)) has

multiple zeroes. Thus the above formulation follows immediately from the

statement in [8].   □

Lemma. Let E be a coanalytic function from a domain U in the plane into H2.

Assume that, for some point ax in U, there is a family {V¡\i G Í) of neigh-

borhoods of ax, and for each i in i there is a bounded function, H¡, of V¡ into

H°° such that the following conditions hold:

(i) For each i, lim,,.,,, H¡(a) = H¡(ax) weakly in H2.

(ii) E(a)±H¡(a)H2for all a in U n V, and all i in 5.

(iii) The subspaces H¡(ax)H2 (/' £ í) span H2.

Then E vanishes identically.

Proof of Lemma. E(ax)±H¡(ax)H2 for all / in 5 so E(ax) = 0. Let

Ex (a) = E(a)/ (5 -5.) = (E(a) - £(«,))/ (5 ~ax),

for a =£ a, and Ex(ax) = E'(ax). Ex is coanalytic in U, and clearly for a =£ ax,

Ex(a)LH¡(a)H2. Since H¡(a) -* H¡(ax) weakly and since they are bounded in

77°°, for each/in 772, 7/((a)/-> 77,(a,)/weakly in 772. Since Ex is coanalytic

in U, Ex(a) -» Ex(ax) in norm. It follows immediately that {H¡(á)f, E^a)} -»

</7,(a,)/, Ex(ax)\ that is, that <7/,(a,)/, £,(«,)> = 0. Since this is true for all

/in 772 and all i in 5, we have E'(ax) = £,(«1) = 0.

But we have seen that Ex also satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma, which

means that E{(ax) = 0, that is, that E"(ax) = 0. It follows by induction that

£(n)(a,) — 0 for all positive integers n, so E is identically zero.   □

Proof of Theorem 4. Let/, Q, f, and a„ ..., a„ be as in the hypotheses

of the theorem. Let 21 = D he4 Th)'.
Step I. We will construct an analytic map j? from a neighborhood of ax into

7/00, and for each h in 5r, we will construct a map 77A from a neighborhood

of a, into 77°° so that

(i) HM(a) -> Hh(ax) weakly as a -» a,, for each h in 5",

(ii) Tf(a)S*KaLHh(a)H2 for each A in <§, and each 5 in 21, and

(iii) the subspaces Hh(ax)H2 (A in <$) span 772.

For each S in 21, we will apply the lemma to the function 7^(a)S*A^ to

conclude that S*Ka ±p(a)H2 for a in some neighborhood of ax.

If ß is a point of the plane, an open simply connected set W will be called a

jA'r neighborhood of ß if there is an analytic arc y in C \ W with one end at ß

such that W u y is a neighborhood of ¿8. An open set W is called a punctured

neighborhood of ß if ß is not in If but W u {/3}is a neighborhood of /?. Thus
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D \ [0, 1) and D \ {0} are, respectively, slit and punctured neighborhoods of

0.
For each h in f, h = gh °/, let ßxh, ß2,ß3,... be the points of gA-,(Ä(a,))

with each point listed with appropriate multiplicity. We assume that ßf =

f(aj) for j = 1, 2,..., n. If ß is a point of gA_I(A(a,)) which occurs with

multiplicity r, then there is a neighborhood of ß which gA maps r-to-1 onto a

neighborhood of ¿(aj. We obtain r distinct branches of gA-1, single valued in

a slit neighborhood of h(ax), arbitrarily continuable in a punctured neigh-

borhood of h(ax), and which map this neighborhood into a punctured

neighborhood of ß. Therefore corresponding to the points of gh~x(h(ax)) there

are distinct functions tj,\ t\2, r\3,... such that for each / we have

(i) tj/ is a branch of gA~ ' ° gh,

(ii) rtf is single valued in a slit neighborhood of f(ax) and arbitrarily

continuable in a punctured neighborhood of f(ax),

(iii) T/y* and its continuations map this punctured neighborhood onto a

punctured neighborhood of ßf, and

(iv) Umw_nai)r,jh(w) = ßf.

We take the neighborhoods sufficiently small so that any continuation of -qj1

in the punctured neighborhood of f(ax) is one of the functions tj/ with

ßf - ßfh-
After perhaps renumbering, we assume that 7j„ ..., % are the common

branches of gA~ ' ° gh for A in 5", that is, we assume that for each A in ÇF,

tj,- = rj/" for / = I,..., k', and for/ > k', there is a function g with g ° / in ?F

so that TjyA is not a branch of g~ ' ° g. Since the identity function is a common

branch of the gA~ ' ° gh and since each common branch contributes a factor to

the greatest common divisor of (Inn(/z — h(ax))\h E W}, we have 1 < k! < /z.

(It is possible that &' < /z.) Let W he a neighborhood of f(cxx) so that

r/„ ..., % are single valued in a slit neighborhood obtained from W and are

arbitrarily continuable in W \ {/(a,)}.

Let U be a neighborhood of a! so that f(U) c W, and define p on t/ by

p(a) = Uj-i(f — Vj(f(a)))- Clearlyp is well defined in a slit neighborhood of

ax obtained from U, but since continuation of p inU\ (a,) at most reorders

the factors in the product, p is a single valued analytic map of U into H00.

Given h in 5, h = gh °f, there are (at most) finitely many branches

Vk'+v • • • > Vm sucn ^at for k' <j < m, -qf = f(a¡) for some I, I < I < n.

Choose a neighborhood Uh of ax so that Uh c U and so that

rç^+i °/> • • • > ̂ m ° f are defined in slit neighborhoods obtained from i/A.

Definep„ hy Ph(a) = Ii?.k.+X(f- ij/(/(a))). Since continuingp„ in t/A \ {a,}

at most reorders the factors in the product, ph is defined and single valued in

Uh. We define Hh by H„(a) = (p(a)ph(a))~l(h - h(a)). So Hh maps Uh

analytically into HM and Hh(a) -» Hh(ax) weakly (//2) as a -> a,. Moreover,
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since p(ax)ph(ax) vanishes at <xx, a2,..., an for each A in S7, the subspaces

Hh(ax)H2 (h in f ) span 772.

Given an operator S in 21, define E on U by E(a) = 7J(a)5*A"a. Since/? is

analytic on U and a -» ATa is coanalytic, £ is coanalytic on U. We wish to

show that E(a)±Hh(a)H2 for A  in ^. It is sufficient to show that S*Ka±

(h - h(a))(f - r//(a))-1//2 for/ - k + 1.m. If A is in %, and/ > Ä;',
there is a function g so that g ° / is in <$ and so that tj,* is not a branch of

g_1 » g, which means that g(t\j'(f(a))) = g(f(a)) for at most a discrete

subset of Uh. By Rudin's Theorem, Inn(g °f- g(f(ct))) is a Blaschke

product for a dense set of a in Uh. If g ° / - g(f(a)) and/ - rj/(/(a)) have

a common zero for some a, then g(f(a)) = g("nf(f(a))). Therefore the

greatest common divisor of Inn(g °f- g(f(a))) and Inn(/ - Tj,*(/(a))) is 1

for a dense set of a in Uh. For a in this subset,

{(h - h(a))H2)±n ((g o/- g(/(«)))772)X

The fundamental lemma implies that 5*Ä"0 is in

hence that S*KaL(h - h(a))(f - i]J'(f(á)))'xH2, for a in this set. By

continuity, this holds for all a in Uh.

We have verified the hypotheses of the lemma so we conclude that E is

identically 0, that is, that S*KaLp(a)H2 for all a in U.

Step II. Let U' be an open subset U such that tj,, ..., % are single valued

on f(U'). For a in U' and 1 < / < A:', let/?,(a) = IL^/C/ - i¡,(/(a))). We will
say r// is representing for 21 if for some 5 in 21, T£(a)S*Ka is not identically zero

for a in t/'. (If t// is representing for 21, by coanalyticity T^i(ayS*Ka is 0 on a

discrete set of a.) Since 2ÍTZ c 21, this is easily seen to be equivalent to the

condition that 21*7Ç, not be orthogonal to (A - h(a))/(f - Tj/(/(a))) for

some a in U' and some A in 'S. Possibly renumbering, we assume that

rj,,..., t}k are representing and ijk+,,..., % are not, and we define q(a) =

II)«// - rj7(/(a))). The choice of tj,,..., r¡k means that T£{a)S*Ka = 0 for a

in U' and 5 in 2Í, and that this is not true for polynomials in / which

properly divide q.

Now q is single valued in any subset of D to which it can be continued. To

see this, observe that if a, b are complex numbers, a ^ b, then f — a and

f — b have no common nonconstant inner divisors, for if <f> divides/ — a and

f-b, then <p divides their difference, a - b. For each a in D, since 21 Tz c 21,
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we see that ÏH*Ka is invariant under Tf, so %*Ka= (QH2)1 for some inner

function, 0. Suppose q can be continued to q, each defined and single valued

on an open set 0, and for a in Ü, q(a) = lT}_i(/ - Wj(a)) where

wx(a), . . . , wk(a) are distinct, and q(a) = II*_i(/ - Wj(a)) where

wx(a),..., wk(a) are distinct. We have %*Ka ±q(a)H2 and %*Kal.q(a)H2,

so for each a in Ü, q(a) and q(a) have a common inner divisor 0". We can

write 0° uniquely as 0" = 0"02 • • • 0* where <b" divides / - Wj(a). Since

each of r/!,..., Tjfc is representing, except for a in a discrete subset of U, none

of 0/ is constant. Given/, I < f < k, since 0,° divides q(a), there is a/ so

that 0," and / - Wj.(a) have a nonconstant common factor. Thus / - Wj(a)

and / - wf(a) have a nonconstant common factor and w,(a) = w,<(a). Since

{wx(a),..., wk(a)} = {vv,(a),. .., ^(a)} for a dense set of a in Ü, we have

<7 = q on <7. Therefore <? is single valued on any set to which it can be

continued.

Step III. Let F be a maximal subdomain of D in which q is continuable.

We have seen that q is single valued on V. We wish to show that V = D.

Suppose, on the contrary, that D n dV is not empty. Since bounded, single

valued analytic functions can be continued across sets of capacity zero, the

set D n 3 V has positive capacity. (The boundedness of q is immediate from

the observation that 77, (a) is in ß for ally and a.)

Choose h in Ç and let h = g ° /. We will find k branches of g-1 » g

defined at some points in f(D ndV) which are continuations of the branches

defining q. Using these, q can be extended to an open set containing V, which

contradicts the maximality of V.

Let L, = {ß\ ß E D n BV and lnn(h - h(ß)) is a Blaschke product with

distinct zeroes}. By Rudin's Theorem, (D n dV) \ Lx has capacity zero, so L,

has positive capacity and is therefore uncountable. Choose ßx in Lx so that

every neighborhood of ßx contains an uncountable subset of Lx. Suppose £ is

a branch of g-1 ° g and Ue is a neighborhood of /?, so that £ ° f is single

valued on U?. (Since the zeroes of h — h (ßx) are distinct, such a neigh-

borhood exists for any branch of g-1 ° g defined near/(/?,).) For a in D, let

0a be an inner function so that (31*Ka)x = 0a//2. By the fundamental lemma

0° divides h — h(a) and by the definition of q, for a in V, 0a divides q(a)

For any S in 21, the map

/    h-h(a) \

is analytic in Ur. If there is an S in 91 for which this function is not identically

zero, then except for a discrete set of a, 0" divides h - h(a) but does not

divide (h - h(a))/(f- ?(/(«))), which means 0" and Inn(/- £(/(«)))

have a common factor. In this case, since <ba divides q(a), it follows that,
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except for a discrete subset of Us n V, lnn(q(a)) and Inn(/— ?(/(«))) have

a nontrivial common factor. Since q(a) is a polynomial in/, we have seen in

Step II that this means/— £(/(«)) divides q(a). Since the degree of q is k,

there are at most k such branches of g~x ° g, say £„ ..., £r, 1 < rx < k. For

a in DyLii/j. we define ç,(a) = J[jLx(f - i}(/(a))). Since each factor of qx

divides q and since the factors are distinct for a near /?„ we see that qx

divides q. From the definition of <f>ß' and the fundamental lemma, we see

that <}>ß> divides A - h(ßx). Therefore, <pßi is a Blaschke product and if a0 is a

zero of <j>ß', there is a branch £ of g-1 »g which maps/(/?,) to f(a¿). Since

Inn(/ - C(f(ßx))) and <i>^' have a common factor, f is one of Su • • • » ír■•

Thus $*« divides ?,(/?,), which means Tji(Bß*Kßi = 0. Let Lj = { ¿| jS G L,

n (H,-!,^) and T%m%*KB =£ 0}. Since ¿, n (ñj-Lií^) is uncountable and

since a -> TfMS*Ka is coanalytic for each 5 in 21, either L2 is empty or Lj is

uncountable. If Lj is not empty, choose ß2 in 7^ so that each neighborhood of

ß2  contains  an uncountable  subset of Lj.  Define  fr +1.£,2  and

i/fri+|,..., U^ as above and let q2(a) = TJJî.,(/ - tj(f(a))) for a in n;_ i USj.

As in the argument above for /?„ we see that Tf2(ßJi*Kß2 = 0. But ß2 is in L2»

so T^t(ßJ&.*Kßi ¥= 0 which means that the degree of q2 is strictly larger than

the degree of qx (as polynomials in/).

Since the degree of q is k, after s steps, í < &, we have Ls+X = 0. That is,

we have qs defined on C\r/„XUS. so that on V n (DJ'-ii/j.), ^ divides q and

for a in 4 n (nj^ii^) (which is uncountable) Tl(a)%*Ka = 0. But this

means that T*(a)^L*Ka = 0 on Dy-o^» an<i that ö divides qs where both are

defined. Since q and & are monic polynomials (in/) which divide each other,

they are equal, so qs is a continuation of q. That is, o is continuable to

Ku((1 J-o^f ) which contradicts the definition of V. Thus V = D.
Step IV. In order to show that the function ¡p defined below has the

required properties, we must show that the branches tj„ ..., r¡k are a "group"

under composition. More precisely, we show that if tjI9_» % are represen-

ting and single valued in Ü and if r} is a continuation of one of them to

r¡j(Ü), then tj ° tj,- is one of the tj,, ..., %. Since there are only finitely many

branches, one of which is the identity, it follows that for each representing

branch tj,, there is a continuation, tj, of one of the tj„ ..., % so that

T/ » Tj,(a) = a for a in Ü. (Indeed, continuing all the branches along the same

path to r¡j(Ü), we obtain k distinct branches on Tj,(f7), hence k distinct

compositions with tj,-. Since rj,,..., t\k are the only representing branches in

U, each of these is one of the compositions.)

Choose A in W. Since tj, is representing, there is an operator S in 21 for

which the map

/    h - h(a) \

\f-Vj(f(a)) j
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is not identically zero in U. By Rudin's Theorem there is an 5 in Ö so that

Inn(/ — T/y (/(«))) is a Blaschke product with distinct zeroes, and so that

Tth-h(S))/a-rijmS:>y)s*K¿ ^ °*

Since (f - Vj(f(â)))H2± is spanned by (Kß\f(ß) = T/y(/(â))}, and since

7?a-a(¿))/(z-j3)s'*^3 is a multiple of A^ whenever h(ß) = h(ä), there is ß so

that

Tth-h{a))/(z-ß)S*Kß ~ dKß =£ 0.

We let ß(a) be the branch of A-1 ° h defined near 5 so that ß(S) = ß. In a

neighborhood of â we get

rç-*ww-«*s**i = ¿(«)*««> where <*(«) ** o.

Since tJ is representing in t\¡(Ü) we can find S so that

/ *-*(/»(«))   «.„ \

is not identically zero. Since r/(/(/?(a))) = r¡ ° t)j(f(a)), this means that the

map

/       * - Ä(«) - *     \

\ /-rw(«)) /.
is not identically zero, which implies rj ° tyis representing on a subset of U,

and is therefore one of r/„ ..., r/A.

Choose a point vv0 of ß so that r¡x(w¿),..., r¡k(w0) are distinct. We define 0

by 0(w) - n)_,(w0 - Vj(w)), that is, 0(/(a)) = q(a)(z0) where /(z0) = w0.

Since zj is single valued on D, and <7(a) = q(ß) whenever/(a) = /(¿8), 0 is

single valued on ß. Moreover, the "group" property shows that 0 ° iy = 0 for

j=\,...,k.

Choose ô > 0 so that on the neighborhood N, N = {w\ \w — w0| < 5},0 is

univalent, the ry are single valued, univalent, and the tj,-(/V) are disjoint.

If c is a complex number with |c| < dk, we show that 0-1(c) consists of

exactly k points. If w is in ß and 0(>v) = c, then for at least one branch t/

defined near w we have \q(w) — w0| < Ô, so t\(w) is in N. Since 0 is univalent

on N and since 0 ° rj,- = 0, we have 0_1(c) = {tj,(t/(w)),

V2(v(w)),..., %(r/(w))}.

Let Ñ be the set of a in D such that |0(/(a))| < 5*. From the fundamental

lemma, S is in { 7^ 0j)' if and only if for all a in TV,

S*/s;i(0<»/-0o/(a))//2.

But for each a in TV, we have from the above description of 0~'(0(/(a))) that

the map
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w^(iKw) - *(/(«)))/ Il (w - Vj(f(«)))

is invertible in H °°(ß), which means that for a in A?,

(* °/- Hf(a)))H2^= I ft (/- Tj,(/(a)))J772i= {q(a)H2)\

Therefore, 5 is in {7^^}' if and only if S*Ka±q(a)H2 for a in A?, which

happens if and only if S is in 21.   □

This theorem is of interest from at least two standpoints. First, it gives

sufficient conditions for the intersections of commutants to be the same as

the commutant of a single operator. This naturally leads to the question: If ÍF

is any family of functions in 7/°°, does there exists \p in 77 °° so that

rW7;}' = {r,}'?
Secondly, even when 'S consists of a single function, g °f, the theorem

gives a possibly simpler function $, so that {7^}' = {Tg„j}'. It is clear

from the proof that i|/ is constructed from some of the branches of g~x ° g at

f(ax) which can be continued (almost everywhere) throughout D. The

function, constructed similarly, using all such branches behaves similarly

(these may be different functions), so we obtain such a \p explicitly by finding

all such branches.

It is also clear from the proof that the number w0 is fairly arbitrary, and

that different choices give different functions. That it is not completely

arbitrary can be seen from the following example. Let ñ be the annulus

ß = [z\j < \z\ < 2} and let g be the function g(z) = z + \/z. Then there

are two branches of g~x ° g continuable in ñ, namely, rj,(a) = a and

rj2(a) = l/a. Taking w0 to be 1, which is allowable in the proof, ip(w) =

(1 - w)(l - \/w) = 2 - (w + l/w). However, taking w0 to be 0, which is

not allowable, \¡>(w) = (0 - w)(0 - l/w) = 1.

The special case of this theorem when f(z) = z is of particular interest,

because in this case the function \p can be taken to be a finite Blaschke

product. Since inner functions are ancestral, it follows immediately that all

the functions in 'S are composites of \p.

Theorem 5. Let W be a family of nonconstant 77 °° functions. If for some

point a, in D, the greatest common divisor of (Inn(A — A(a,))|A E 'S) is a

finite Blaschke product, then there is a finite Blaschke product $ so that

nAe5{7;y = {/;}'.

Proof. The hypotheses of this theorem are the special case of Theorem 4

when/is the identity function,/(2) = z. To prove the stronger conclusion, we

need only construct a particular \p.
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In Step IV of the proof of Theorem 4, we wish to let w0 = 0. This is not a

loss of generality, for we may choose h0 in S7 and ß in D so that

Inn(A0 - h0(ß)) is a Blaschke product with distinct zeroes (Rudin's

Theorem). Let 9' = {h((z + ß)/(l + ßz))\h E S7}. Since the zeroes of h0 -

h0(ß) are distinct, we may_construct 0, for the family 9' using w0 = 0. Then

0(w) = 0,((m> - ß)/(l - ßw)) solves the problem for §", and 0 is a finite

Blaschke product if 0, is.

Therefore, in Step IV we take w0 = 0, so that 0(w) = (- l)*n*«iT>,-(w). We

will show that 0 is a finite Blaschke product. Clearly, I^H^ < 1. For
0 < r < 1, let

Fr = [w| for some z, |z| < r, and some continuation r/,

ofr/„ ...,rtki,rj(z) = w).

That is, Fr is the image of the compact set which lies above {z\ \z\ < r] in the

Riemann surface for {r/,}, so Fr is compact. Let s(r) = max{|w| \w E Fr). It

follows from the group-like nature of the {tj,} proved in Step IV that, if w is

in Fr, so is i}~x(w), when tj is any continuation of r/„ ..., r¡k. If |0(w)| < rk,

then for some tj, |tj(w)| < r, so w is in Fr. Thus if |w| > s(r), then |0(w)| >

rk. That is, limp_>1|0(pe'9)| = 1 for every 9, and is uniform in 9, so 0 is a finite

Blaschke product.   □

Corollary. If h is in //°°, and for some a, in D, lnn(h — h(ax)) is a finite

Blaschke product, then there is a finite Blaschke product 0 so that {Th}' =

TO'.
Proof. In Theorem 5, let f = {h).   □

This corollary seems to be an improvement of a theorem of Thomson [15].

Thomson proves "If Inn(/ - f(a)) is a finite Blaschke product for uncount-

ably many a in D, then there is a finite Blaschke product 0 such that

{7}}' = {7^}'." However, I do not know any function/for which (a|Inn(/

— f(a)) is a finite Blaschke product} is a nonempty countable set. If there

are no functions with this property, every function which satisfies the

hypotheses of the corollary also satisfies the hypotheses of Thomson's

theorem.

As a final illustration of these techniques, we give a generalization of a

theorem of Thomson [15]. The result uses a symmetry condition. If k is a

positive integer, we say fis k-symmetric if a in D and Xk = 1 imply/ — Xf(a)

is not an outer function.

Corollary. If fis in /Y00 and n is a positive integer, then {7},}' = {7}«}'

where m is the least common multiple of {k\k divides n and fis k-symmetric).

Proof. Let X be a primitive nth root of 1. If g(w) = w", then the branches
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of g-1 ° g are tj,-(w) = XJw, j = 1, 2,..., n. In Step II of the proof of

Theorem 4, we saw that S commutes with 7}» if and only if for every « in D,

S*Ka±q(a)H2 where q was defined by q(a) = LT/_,(/ - Tj,-(/(ot))) where i\J{,

tj,-2, ,.., ifc are representing branches of g~x « g. Since m divides n, we have

{7}„}' D [Try. Thus, it is sufficient to show that q(a) divides/"1 - f(a)m,

that is, that the wth roots of 1 corresponding to representing branches are

actually mth roots of 1.

Suppose rj/ is representing and X' is a primitive kth root of I. By the group

property proved in Step IV, tj, ° tj, = t/2/, tj, ° tj, ° tj, = tj3/, ... are all repre-

senting. If/ is not A-symmetric, then there exist p, p = \b, and a, in D so

that / - pf(ctx) is outer. But the proof of Step I shows that in this case tj,,

cannot be representing, which contradicts the assumption that tj, is represen-

ting. Thus/is A-symmetric, and X' is an mth root of 1.   □

Thomson's theorem [15] is: "If / is univalent and nonvanishing, then

{7}„}' = (Tj)'. The above corollary includes Thomson's result because a

univalent nonvanishing function is A-symmetric if and only if k = 1. Easy

examples show that the integer m of the corollary may not be the least

integer k such that {7}»}' = {?/*}', but this is probably the best result based

only on symmetry conditions.

4. In this section we will describe the commutant of an analytic Toeplitz

operator whose symbol is a covering map. In particular, we will show that

covering maps are ancestral, so the results of §1 show that these functions

give rise to a new class of distinct commutants. Abrahamse [1] and Abra-

hamse and Ball [2] have used this kind of example to answer two questions of

Deddens and Wong [4]. The techniques of the previous sections suggest

covering maps as appropriate objects of study since the branches of <¡>~x ° <p

are particularly simple when 4> is a covering map.

Suppose ß is a bounded domain in the plane. Then ß is a Riemann surface

and its universal covering space is the disk. The Koebe Uniformization

Theorem says that given a0 in D and w0 in ß, there is a unique covering map

<p of D onto ß with </>(a0) = w0 and <¡>'(a¿) > 0. Because <p is a covering, <p-1 is

arbitrarily continuable in ß, so each branch of <¡>~x ° <j> is arbitrarily

continuable in D. Since D is simply connected, each branch of <p-1 ° <p is a

single valued map of D into D. It follows from the Koebe Uniformization

Theorem that the set of branches of <¡>~x ° <p is the set of linear fractional

transformations, 7, which map D onto D, and have the property ^> « I = <j>.

This set of linear fractional transformations is a group under composition,

indeed it is the group of deck transformations of D regarded as the universal

covering space of ß, and is therefore isomorphic to the fundamental group of

ß. For example, if ß is the annulus ß = [z\ \ < \z\ < 2), a covering map <p is

the composition of a univalent map of D onto the strip {z\ - In 2 < Re z <
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In 2} and the exponential map. The group of linear fractional transformations

of D corresponds (under the univalent map) to the group of translations in

the strip by 2irki, k an integer. More information on covering transformations

and a proof of the Koebe Uniformization Theorem can be found in standard

references on complex analysis or Riemann surfaces, for example Veech's A

second course in complex analysis [16].

Throughout this section, ß will be a bounded domain in the plane, 0 will be

a covering map of D onto ß, and G will be the group of linear fractional

transformations, /, which map D onto D and satisfy 0 ° / = 0. The case of a

simply connected domain, ß, is trivial from our point of view, since in this

case 0 is univalent, G consists only of the identity, and {7^}' = {Tz}'. This

case will be tacitly excluded.

The following theorem provides the foundation for the proof of Theorem 7,

but it is also of interest from a function theoretic point of view. (T. A.

Metzger has pointed out that this theorem was discovered by E. L. Stout [17].)

Theorem 6. Let <bbe a covering map from D onto the bounded domain ß. For

each a in D, lnn(0 - 0(a)) is an interpolating Blaschke product.

Proof. Let a0 be in D. Without loss of generality, we may assume

0(ao) = 0. For r > 0, let Dr = {z\ \z\ < r). Choose 8 and 5, so that 0 < 5 <

5, and Ds c ß. Since Ds is simply connected and each branch of 0"1 is

arbitrarily continuable in Ds, each branch of 0-1 is single valued in Ds, so

Ds¡ is evenly covered by 0. That is, 0~1(Z)i) = U™«o^n where the U„ are

disjoint open sets and 0| U„ is a univalent map of Un onto Ds. Let {an}^0 ■>

0~'(0(ao)) where a„ is in U„ for each n, and let 0 be a Blaschke product

whose zero sequence is {an}^0. Obviously 0 divides 0. We will show that

0/0 is invertible in H00, hence outer, so that 0 is the inner factor of 0, and

also that {a„}"_0 is an interpolating sequence.

Let V„ = Un n *-\Dt). If z is in D \ LCo^. then |0(z)/0(z)| > |0(z)|
> 8 since 0(z) is not in_D8. Now 0(z)/0(z) is continuous on V0 and since a0

is the only zero of 0 in V0 and 0(ao)/0(ao) ¥> 0, it follows that 0(z)/0(z) =£ 0

for z in V0. Thus e = min2e p |0(z)/0(z)| is greater than zero.

If / is the linear fractional transformation which maps ak to a0 and has the

property 0 ° / = 0, then / maps Vk onto V0. Since 0 is a Blaschke product

with zeroes {a„)^0, 0 ° / is a Blaschke product with zeroes {/"'(«Jlï'-o =

{an}™_0, so |0(z)| = |0° /(z)| for all z in D. If z is in Vk, then I(z) is in V0

and

0(z)
M*))
Km)

> E.

Thus if z is in U T-oK' \¥<z)/^(z)\ > e»so we nave
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¿>(z)
—-r   > min(5, e)   for ail z in D,
t(z)

that is, <¡>/\f/ is invertible in H"3.

To see that {a„}"=0 is an interpolating sequence, it is sufficient to show

that inf„|uV(an)|(l - \an\2) is nonzero. (See [5, pp. 194ff].) We have seen that

\¡/(z) = X\¡/(I(z)) for some X, \X\ = 1. Therefore

*'(«*) = XV(I(ak))I'(ak) = XY(a0)I'(ak).

Since 7 is a linear fractional transformation which maps D onto D   and

I(ak) = a0, a calculation shows [/'(«a)! = (1 - |o¡0|2)/(l — \ak\2). Thus

|f(«*)|(i-KI2)-|f(«o)|(i-N2).
which means

inf |f (a„)|(l - |a„|2) = |f («0)|(l - |a0|2) > 0.   Q

Corollary. If ^ is a covering map of D onto ß, then <p w ancestral.

Proof. For 7 in C7 define the operator 5", on H2 by 5, (A) = A ° 7. Ryff [9]

and Nordgren [6] have shown that S, is a bounded operator, and since

<f> ° 7 = <i>, we see that 5, commutes with Tr An easy calculation shows that

SfKa = Ä,(a). So the closed span of {SfKJ for 7 in G is (<í> - <Ha))i72x,and

<f> is ancestral.   □

Therefore, the results of §§1 and 5 concerning ancestral functions apply to

covering maps. For the most part, but not always, covering maps give rise to

commutants distinct from those from inner functions. Indeed, if 4> is a

covering of D onto ß, there is an inner function \p such that {7^,}' = {7^}' if

and only if there is a simply connected domain ß containing ß such that

ß \ fi has capacity zero. Given such a domain ß, if A is a univalent map of ß

onto D, then ip = A « <p is an inner function and {7^}' = {7^}'. Conversely,

suppose »^ is an inner function and <b is a covering of D onto ß with

{T^,)' = [T^y. Since <b and »// are ancestral, there is a univalent function A

which maps ß onto \p(D) so that t/V = A ° <j>. Since yp is inner, D \ip(D) has

capacity zero and h~x can be extended to all of D. If we let ß = h~x(D),

then ß is simply connected, contains ß and ß \ ß has capacity zero. Abra-

hamse [1] was the first to show that not every commutant of an analytic

Toeplitz operator is the same as the commutant of a Toeplitz operator whose

symbol is inner, which answered a question of Deddens and Wong [4]. His

example was a covering map of the disk onto an annulus. The above result

shows that this example is not extraordinary but is one of a large family of

distinct commutants.

Theorem 6 is most significant for us because if {a„}"=0 is an interpolating
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sequence and 0 is a Blaschke product with zero set {a„}~_0, then the

functions yl — |a„|2 K^ are a basis, equivalent in the Banach space sense to

an orthonormal basis, for the subspace H2 Q 0//2. This result follows

immediately from a theorem of Shapiro and Shields [10]. Letting (en}~=0

denote the usual orthonormal basis for I2, Shapiro and Shields show that the

map $: H2 G 0//2 -* I2 given by 0/ = S^UV1 " kl2 /KK « an

isomorphism. Therefore $*: I2 -> H2 Q \pH2 is an isomorphism, and a

simple calculation shows $*<?„ ="yl — |a„|2 K^. In particular, any function,

h, in H2 0 0//2 has a unique expression of the form h = S^o^ñ^a, where

the series converges in norm.

Theorem 7. Suppose ß « a bounded domain in the plane, <b is a covering

map of D onto ß, and G is the group of linear fractional transformations, I, such

that 0 » / = 0.

If S is in {T^y then for each I in G there is an analytic function, C¡, defined

on D so that for each a in D and each g in H2,

(*) (Sg)(a)= 2 C,(a)g(I(a)),
I(EG

where the series converges absolutely for each a and uniformly on compact

subsets of D.

Conversely, if S is a bounded operator on H2 which has a representation (*),

then S commutes with 7^.

Proof. Suppose S is in (7^}'. By the Fundamental Lemma, for each a in

D, S*Ka is orthogonal to (0 - 0(a))TV2. Theorem 6 and the remark above

show that for each a in D, there are scalars, C,(a), so that

S*Ka — 2/GCC/(a)A'/((l) where the series converges in norm. If g is in H2,

we have

(Sg)(a) = (Sg, Kay = <g, S*Ka) = 2 Q (a)(g, KHa))
;ec

- 2 C1(a)g(I(a)).
IBG

For each / in G,

/ 0 - 0(a) \
5(l^aÍ)(a) = Q(a)<í>'(/(a))-

Since 0' does not vanish in D, the functions a -» Cj(a) are analytic in D.

Conversely, if S is a bounded operator on H2 and has a representation (*),

then for every a in D and every g in H2,
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(«*♦*)(«)- 2 C7(a>(7(«))g(7(a))
/EG

= <f>(«) 2 Q(a)g(7(a)) = (T^Sg)(a).
¡ec

Therefore ST^ ■ 7^5.   D
It is, of course, of interest to give necessary and sufficient conditions on the

functions C¡ so that the corresponding operator is bounded. Although I have

not had notable success along this line, the following theorem gives a weak

condition.

Theorem 8. If JX,J2,... ,JN are distinct finite Blaschke products, and

Cx,... ,CN are analytic functions on D so that the operator S defined by

(Sg)(a)=Jtck(a)g(Jk(a))
k-l

is bounded on H2, then each Ck is in 7700.

Proof. Clearly

N

S**«=2  Ck(a)KJk(ay
k-0

We define \p(z) = Hkm.xJk(z) and for each a in D we let

TT   2-Jk(a)

k-\  1 -J*(a)z

For each a in D, S*Ka±$aH2 and |$a(0)| = \ip(a)\, so it follows from the

lemma of §2 that iff is in H~°, then

\(Sf)(a)\ <\\S\\ Vi-\*M
l-l«l

r-=FII
i/ l-\H«)\2

V       l-|«l2    '

Since ip is a finite Blaschke product, uV is in Í700, and

Vl-Mre» )l2

He'9) - Hre»)

ea _ rei0

=\\s\\\\A\J\neie)\ <\\S\\ ii/iuViÑa
Fix an integer n, 1 < n < N. For each ß in 7) we define
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TT      Z~Jk(ß)
fß(z)= n

ft-,  \-Jk(ß)z
k¥=n

So /^ is a finite Blaschke product, and \\fß\\m = 1. The above calculation

shows that \(Sfß)(ß)\ < ||S||V||0'IL • On the other hand the definition of

the operator S means

(sfß)(ß) - 2 ck(ß)fß(jk(ß)) = cn(ß)fß(j„(ß)).
*=i

It follows that

^ß)^Wm'lsm' n l~J^ß)JAß)
*-l     Mß)-Jn(ß)
k¥*n

Since Jx,... ,JN are distinct, there are only finitely many points in 73 for

which /„ is equal to any of the other Jk, so, except for finitely many radii,

limsup|C„(/-e'9)|<||S||YÎ0Ï;.
r-»l

We also have

\C„(re»)\ < 2||S||V¡0lL   Ü K*^*) " -ítí»*)!"1-
A = l

Forp < l/N, (Jl%.1;k^„\Jk(reie) - J„(rei9)\yx is in U so C„ is in H". Since

the boundary values of C„ are in L00, it follows that C„ is actually in //°°.   fj

Corollary. Let <}>be a covering map of D onto ß, let /„ ..., /N be distinct

elements of the covering group, and let Cx,... ,CN be functions analytic on D.

The operator, S,on H2 defined by

(Sg)(a)=£ck(a)g(Ik(a))
k~\

is bounded and in {7^}' if and only if the functions Cx,..., CN are bounded on

the disk.

Proof. This result is obvious from Theorems 7 and 8 above.   □

We observe that in the situation in the corollary, the operator S takes

bounded functions to bounded functions.

We close this section with a comment on another of the questions raised by

Deddens and Wong [4]. Abrahamse and Ball [2] have recently shown that

{7^}' n {Ty need not be the commutant of an analytic Toeplitz operator

whose symbol is inner even if 0, and 02 are inner. We give a more

elementary example of this phenomenon which is in the spirit of this work.
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Let A be the annulus A = [z\\ < \z\ < 2), and <p a covering map of D

onto A. Let hx(z) = z + \/z and let A2(z) = z — \/z. Now A, and A2 map A

two-to-one onto ellipses. Let g, and g2 be univalent maps of these ellipses

onto D. We then define y/, and \p2 by u/, = g, ° Ay ° <#>. Clearly \px and u/2 are

inner functions. Moreover, for ß in A, Af'(A,(/?))={/?, 1//}} and

A2~ '(A2( ß))= [ß, -1 /¿S } so it follows that for every a in 7),

*r\M«)) n «fe-'OM«)) = +-'(*(«))•
Therefore, {7^ }' n {7^}' = {7^}', which we have seen is not the same as

the commutant of a Toeplitz operator whose symbol is inner.

5. Compacts in the commutant. In this section we examine the question of

compact operators in the commutant of an analytic Toeplitz operator. This

question is distantly related to Lomonosov's theorem on invariant subspaces

[7]. Lomonosov proves that if A, B, and C, not multiples of the identity, are

such that C is compact and B commutes with both A and C, then A has a

nontrivial invariant subspace. If every operator A satisfies the hypotheses of

this theorem, then the invariant subspace problem is solved. It seems likely

that Tz does not satisfy the hypotheses. The question "Does Tz satisfy the

hypotheses of this theorem?" is just the question "Is there a nonconstant / in

H °° such that 7} commutes with a nonzero compact operator?" [4].

The two theorems of this section give conditions on an 77 °° function, /,

which are sufficient to show that 7} does not commute with any nonzero

compact operators. We begin by proving two lemmas.

Lemma A. Iff is a nonconstant function in H °° and R is a compact operator

which commutes with Tj, then R is quasi-nilpotent.

Proof. Let A be a nonzero complex number, and let Mx be the kernel of

R — X. Since R is compact and commutes with 7}, Mx must be finite

dimensional and invariant for T¡. But since / is nonconstant, this means Mx

is the zero subspace. That is, X is not in the spectrum of R.   □

For a a point of D, we let ba(z) = (z — a)/(I — ¡xz).

Lemma B. If f is in 77 °°, S commutes with 7} and S*Ka = 0, then T£S

commutes with 7}.

Proof. The condition S*Ka = 0 means SH2 c baH2. Given A in 772, let

SA = bag. We have

TlSTjh = TZJjSh = T*bßag =fg= Tß = TfT*Sh.

Since A was arbitrary we have (7^5)7} = 7}(7^5).   □

Definition. Let/be in 7/°° and let a be a point of D. We say f has property

K.T. at a if whenever A*Ka = Kß for some ß in D and A in {7}}', then there

is an operator B in {7}}' so that B*Kß = Ka.
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The property K.T. at a is a transitivity property of {Tf}' acting on the set

of kernel functions Kß withf(ß) = f(a).

Theorem 9. Suppose fis in //°° and a is a point of D so that lnn(f — f(d))

is a Blaschke product with distinct zeroes. Iff has property K. T. at a, then Tf

does not commute with any nonzero compact operators.

Proof. We observe that (f - f(a))H2L is spanned by {Kß\f(ß) = f(a)).

Let R be a compact operator which commutes with 7J-. If R*Ka =£ 0, we can

find 8 in D, f(8) = f(a), such that R*Ka is not in the span of {Kß\f(ß) =

f(a), ß 7^ 5}. For such a 8, we can write R*Ka = cKs + hs where c i= 0 and

hs is in the span {Kß\f(ß) = f(a), ß ¥= 8). Since Inn(/ - f(a)) has distinct

zeroes, g(z) = (f(z) - f(a))/(z -8) does not vanish at 5. Let R =

(cg(8))~lRTg. Clearly R commutes with 7} and

R*Ka = (cJ(8)y^R*Ka = Ks.

Since / has property K.T. at a, there is an operator B in {Tf)' such that

B*KS = Ka. Therefore, RB is compact, commutes with 7}, and (RB)*Ka =

Ka. That is, (RB)* has 1 as an eigenvalue, and 1 is in the spectrum of RB.

This contradicts the result of Lemma A, that RB is quasi-nilpotent. We

conclude then that actually R*Ka = 0.

We have shown that the adjoint of a compact operator which commutes

with 7} has Ka in its kernel. From Lemma B we see that R*Ka = 0 implies

T£R commutes with Tf. Since TgR is also compact, we have

R*(baKa) = R*TbKa = (TtR)*Ka = 0.

By induction we see that R*(b£Ka) = 0 for n = 0, 1, 2, 3,_Since the set

{t»X}^0 spans H2, we conclude R* = 0 and R = 0.   □

Corollary. If f is ancestral, then 7} does not commute with any nonzero

compact operators.

Proof. By Rudin's Theorem (§3), there is a point a in D such that

Inn(/ — /(a)) is a Blaschke product with distinct zeroes. We prove that for

this a, since/is ancestral, /has the property K.T. at a.

Suppose for some A in {7}}', A*Ka = Kß. Since/ is ancestral, the closed

span of {C*Kß\C E {7}}'} is all of (f-f(ß))H2± = (f - f(a))H2±. So for
some C in {7}}', C*Kß = cKa + h where c =£ 0 and h is in the closed span of

{Ks\f(8) = f(a), 8 ¥= a). Since the zeroes of Inn(/-/(a)) are distinct,

g(z) = (f(z)-f(a))/(z - a) does not vanish at a. Let B = (cg(a))~xCTg.

Then B is in {7}}' and B*Kß = Ka.

Thus/has the property K.T. at a, and we apply the theorem to obtain the
conclusion.   □

It should be noted that this corollary applies to inner functions and to
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covering maps; indeed, the theorem applies to all 77°° functions, the commu-

tant of whose Toeplitz operators is known. It is not known whether all 77 °°

functions satisfy the property K.T. for some a in D.

Up to this point, the results and proofs have been essentially related to the

properties of analytic functions in the disk with very little emphasis on their

boundary values. The next theorem changes this emphasis: the essential part

of the argument is based on the boundary behavior of the function.

Theorem 10. Let f be a nonconstant function in 77 °°. If there is a set F such

that:

(i) F is closed and connected,

(ii)Fnf(D)~0,and
(iii) the set {e" EdD\limr_,,xf(re") E F) has positive measure,

then no nonzero compact operator commutes with Tj.

The set F is a set of boundary values of / which are not values of /

restricted to D.

Proof. Let Ë = {e?"|limr_,,/(/-e") E F). Since/is nonconstant and É has

positive measure, the set F contains more than one point. Let ß be the

component of CXT' containing f(D). Since F is closed and connected,

9 ß c F and ß is simply connected. Let \j/ be a Riemann map of ß onto D,

and g = ^ ° /. It follows from the corollary to the Fundamental Lemma that

( Tfy = {7^}'. We will show Tg does not commute with any nonzero compact

operators.

We first show that the set E = [e"\ |limr_,g(re")| = 1} has positive

measure. Suppose for some 0 in [0, 27r), limr^x g(re'e) = a, and \a\ < 1.

Since »/'"'(giz)) =/(z) for all z in D and since u/"1 is analytic near a, we

have

Yimf(rei9)=hm^-X(g(rei9)) = ip~x(a),
r-»l r-»l

which is not in F. That is, E contains Ê n {e'^lim^, g(re") exists}, so E has

positive measure.

Now let R be a compact operator which commutes with Tg. For any integer

k, k > 0, the sequence {z*g"}"_, converges weakly to zero in H2. (For any a

in D, since | g(a)\ < 1, any limit point of the sequence has value 0 at a. Since

the only limit point is 0 and since the sequence is contained in the unit ball

which is weakly compact, the sequence converges weakly to 0.)

It follows that

Mm ||g"Rzk\\ = ton ¡7^*1 = Hm \\Rzkg»\\ = 0.

But since | g| = 1 on E, we have
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Is"***»2- ¿ j[V(Ofl(**>0f * > ¿ /j(***)(0|2 *.
Therefore Äz* has boundary value 0 on E, which is a set of positive measure,

which means Rzk = 0. Since /c was arbitrary, R = 0.   □

Many interesting functions satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem, for

example inner functions or functions continuously differentiable on the unit

circle. On the other hand, not all functions satisfy the hypotheses. For

example, suppose T is a spiral in D which approaches the unit circle

asymptotically, T n (—T) = 0, and 0 is a univalent map of D onto D \ T.

Then 02 does not satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 10. Indeed, the best

candidate for F is 3D, but the set E corresponding to 3Z) is a single point!

(The final corollary of §3 shows that {7^}' = {Tz)' so the conclusion is still

valid.)

It would be interesting to know whether the hypotheses of either Theorem

9 or Theorem 10 apply to all functions continuous on the unit circle.

6. Comments and questions. For the most part, this paper has dealt with two

questions:

(i) identify functions whose Toeplitz operators have "nice" commutants;

and

(ii) given an analytic Toeplitz operator 7}, find a "nice" function 0 so that

The notion of 7/2-ancestral functions was introduced in §1 because these

functions are in some sense "nice". The class of //2-ancestral functions gives

rise to a class of Toeplitz operators with distinct commutants which behave

well with respect to composition of the symbol.

Question I. Is there, for each /in //°°, an //2-ancestral function 0 such that

{i}}'-{7;}'?
We have seen that inner functions and covering maps are 7/2-ancestral,

but these functions do not exhaust the class. For example, suppose

ß = D \ [z\z is real and | < |z| < f}.

Let 0 be a covering map of D onto ß and let/ = 02. It is easy to see that/is

Z/2-ancestral, that/ is not a covering map, and that {7}}' ̂  {7^}' if 0 is an

inner function. Especially if the answer to Question I is yes, we would like to

have a better description of //2-ancestral functions.

Question II. Is there a function theoretic description of the class of

//2-ancestral functions?

Theorem 4 gives conditions on a family 9 of 77 °° functions which imply

that there is a function 0 such that {7^}'= DheÁ^hY' Perhaps the

conditions on S7 are unnecessary.

Question III. Given an arbitrary family S7 of /7°°   functions, is there a
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function <í> such that {TJ' = D Ae5{ 7;}'?

It is hoped that the results and methods of this paper will be helpful in

studying more general subnormal operators. The extent to which this hope

can be realized depends on the extent to which analytic Toeplitz operators

are typical subnormal operators. They should at least be typical of operators

which can be realized as multiplication by analytic functions in a Hubert

space of analytic functions. In their paper The commutants of certain Hilbert

space operators [11], Shields and Wallen identified certain Hilbert spaces of

analytic functions in which the operators which commute with multiplication

by z are just multiplication by other i7°° functions. Many of the techniques

used here to study analytic Toeplitz operators can be used to study the

analytic multiplication operators on these spaces. If % is a Hilbert space of

analytic functions on D as considered by Shields and Wallen, and My is the

operator on % of multiplication by /, then {g G H°°\Mg G {M/}") is a

subalgebra of T/" which we will denote by [f)%.

Question IV. Given/in 77°°, is the subalgebra [f)% the same for each of

the Hilbert spaces %1

Clearly, for some /in 77 °°, the answer to Question IV is yes. Indeed,

Shields and Wallen show that {z)'<% = H°° for these spaces, and the

techniques from §2 show that if <i> is a finite Blaschke product then, for each

of these spaces, {<p)'ú = {/ G H"°\f = g ° <p for some g G H°°).

For these spaces, we can define the notion of 3C-ancestral function

analogous to the notion of 7/2-ancestral function.

Question V. Is the set of 3C-ancestral functions the same for each of the

Hilbert spaces OC?
Question V is related to Question II above. We would expect that if there is

a simple function theoretic description of 7/2-ancestral functions, then the

same description would apply to % -ancestral functions.
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